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Walking or
running to
raise money
for children

Northeast
caught off
guard, hit by
heavy storm

5k run proceeds to be
donated to Children's
Miracle Network

Second highest snow
fall recorded at NYC's
Central Park
By Karen Matthews

By Meghan Durbak

tut ASSOCIATED PRESS

REPORTER

She hit the ground running.
Yesterday morning Kara Schmit,
freshman, led 65 people in a 5k
around Perry Field House to raise
money'for the kids'
It wasn't a race, however, and
Schmit was thereto raisemoncyfor
the 1 lth annual Dance Marathon,
to be held March 25 and 26.
The money raised benefits the
Children's Miracle Network.
"A lot of the money goes to a
playroom for the children," said
Amy Carpenter, senior. "It's a safe
haven for the kids."
Carpenter, one of the 17 members of the planning team, said
she has visited with some of
the children.
She said she has seen children
with muscular dystrophy, cystic
fibrosis and cancer.
Seeing these young patients
has made Carpenter want to
help more.
"It's really touching to me and
made me glad 1 was helping any
way I could." she said.
That's the reason Julie Sablar,
senior, joined.
Sablar, majoring in child and
family community service, would
like to work for a non-profit like
Children's Miracle Network or the
Make a Wish Foundation after
she graduates.
Sablar said the 5k nin is to help
build awareness about Dance
Marathon and also help those
involved get to know each other
since they will be spending 32
hours together.
Greg Kohlrieser, senior, knows
from experience that good health
care and kindness can make a
child feel better.
"When I was younger I was really
sick." he said. "I remember the difference with the care 1 received."
Until he was five years old,
Kohlrieser had to receive pulmonary treatments because he
suffered from a reactive airway
disease.
Now, Kohlrieser is running the
26 laps around the field house,
followed by his fraternity brothers
Adam Sgriccia and Nate Buker —
who couldn't keep up with him.

Ionian flower BGNews

50 tires slashed by student
By The BG News Staff
Bowling Green police arrested
a University sophomore yesterday morning for allegedly
slashing 50 tires on 22 vehicles
just hours earlier on the 100
and 200 block of Tfoup Street,
and in the 700 block of East
Wooster Street.
Andrew Bauman, a sport
management major at the
University, was arrested for the
slashings after they were first
reported at 5:22 am yesterday.
He was unavailable for comment at press time.
After finding all four tires on

his truck slashed around 11
a.m. yesterday, Omar Andrew
(pictured right) had trouble
finding words to describe
his shock.
"Sheer anger is the best way
to describe this," Andrew said.
Some of the vehicles had
been placed on jacks, while others rested on the wheels' rims.
Bowling Green police placed
yellow slips of paper under
the wiper blades of cars that
couldn't be moved from limited-parking areas. The notes
instructed other officers not to
tow or ticket the vehicles.
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By Nick Carrabine
RCPORltR

Tom Klein may have retired
from the University in lune of
2004, but he doesn't like that
particular term.
"Retired is like saying you're
giving up or quitting," he said. "I'll
still be doing a lot of things that
I enjoy."
Klein, 64, was the creator and
director of Chapman Learning
Community, which is now called
Chapman Community at Kohl.
He also taught high school and
college English for 38 years.
The learning communities have been a big pan of the
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University ever since they were
introduced in 1997, according
to Klein.
"The whole idea behind this is
to make a residence hall and create a theme to build a common
learning community," he said.
"Students take common courses
together and live together."
Klein said this is a great way
for students to get to know each
other and come close with others who have the same interests
and majors.
"We wanted to create a closeknit body of human beings
who support each other in their
learning," he said. "In a normal
residential area people don't
even know who lives down the
hall from them; in a residential
learning community, you know
wtjo you live with and who's in

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

your classes."
"He has the ability to look at
Most of the residence halls the other side of tilings and help
on campus are now learning us reach good decisions on things
communities with 90 percent we were planning to do," Midden
of Kohl residents being involved said. "He was able to see things
with the Kohl Learning
that others couldn't
Community, Klein said.
and reflect it in a
Klein had a lot of motipositive way."
vation for starting the
Midden also recogcommunity center.
nizes what Klein has
"There was too much
done for the learning
communities.
separation, with the
"He created it, it
learning communities we
was his vision and he
wanted to bring things
recruited the initial partogether," Klein said. "1
TOM KLEIN
ticipants," he said. "He
thought classes were too
FORMER
provided leadership
big and I just wanted to
PROFESSOR
shake things up."
throughout our first
Klein has since hand6 years."
ed over duties to Bob Midden,
Klein now likes to make jewelry
current director of Chapman in his free time and is even selling
Community at Kohl, who enjoyed
KLEIN, PAGE 2
working with Klein.
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY
Mostly
Cloudy

High:38'
Low: 32'

Baltimore and Washington,
and at Fast Brunswick, N.|„
Hartford, Conn., and West Cain
Township west of Philadelphia,
the National Weather Service said.
Philadelphia's average lor an entire
winter is about 21 inches.
"It's going to be a menace trying
to clean it up." said Mayor Scott T.
Rumana in Wayne. N,|. New York
officials said snow removal costs
the city about SI million per inch.

High: 42"
Low: 39"

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

SNOW, PAGE 2

U.S. STARTS TO LAG IN TURIN:
Famous American athletes are not
living up to expectations as skater
Kwan quits, short track skater Ohno
and luger Benshoof both finish
fourth; PAGE 9

BIRD FLU FOUND IN EUROPE:
Swans carrying the flu strain have
been discovered in Italy, Bulgaria
and Greece. European Union concerned virus could mutate into a
form that could easily be spread
among humans; PAGE 6

THURSDAY
Few
Showers

fell at Columbia, Md., between
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Former professor's Vision* created a
new way for students to learn, live
Despite being retired,
Klein hasn't stopped
teaching students
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\ I U YORK — A powerful storm
buried sections of the Northeast
under a near-record 2 feet of
wind-blown snow yesterday,
marooning thousands of travelers whose flights were grounded
and making even a walk to the
comer store treacheraas.
Wind gusting as high as 60
mph blew the snow sideways and
raised a risk of coastal flooding
in New England. And in a rare
display, lightning lit up the falling
snow before dawn in the New York
and Philadelphia areas, producing
muffled winter thunder.
As the snowfall tapered off during the afternoon, the National
Weather Service reported that
24.8 inches had fallen by 1 run. in
Central Park, the second-highest
tally since record-keeping started
in 1869. The record was 26.4 inches in December 1947 and there
was no immediate indication if it
would be passed.
"We might not see anything like
this again in our lifetime," lason
Rosenfarb said as he walked with
his 5-year-old daughter Haley
in Central Park, lust then Haley
jumped head first into the snow
and said: "Help me out. There's too
much snow."
The storm came on the heels
of an unusually mild January
that had people shedding jackets and ski resorts lamenting lost
business.
"It's son of crazy because it
was so warm a couple of weeks
ago and now we have knee-deep
snow," said Sieve Drynan. walking her dogs Bella and forest in
lower Manhattan.
I-Jscwhere. 21 inches of snow

FRIDAY
Showers

High: 49"
Low: 38*

Snow

lligh:40"
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Snow leaves
New England
stuck at home

ICE ADVENTURES

BG NEWS
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SNOW, FROM PAGE 1

Students busted for
selling alcohol
Two University students
and a third party were arrested before the weekend for
sale of alcohol to minors. The
illegal purchases were allegedly made at Brat Hans, Gas
Express, and Barney's East. At
each location, a paid informant was sent in by a plainclothes police officer in an
unmarked vehicle.

Residents arrested
for fighting in club
Two Toledo residents and
a third party were arrested
for Hghting at a local club.
Francisco Aguilar. Carlos
Oviedo and lose Rosales
were thrown out of Uptown/
Downtown and charged
with disorderly conduct. The
scheduled court date for all
three is Feb. 27.

Retirement
doesn't lower
productivity

Pat Dorsman BGNews

ON THE ICE: Seniors Katie Norman and Matt Johnston enjoy a fun, relaxing evening at yesterday's Valentine's Day Skate. The
skating event was held in the BGSU Ice Arena Irom 7 p.m. - 8:45 p.m.

However, the storm's arrival during the weekend meant more people were staying at home instead
of trying to drive to work.
Churches canceled services
and the Philadelphia Phantoms
minor league hockey team postponed yesterday's game because
the team couldn't get home from
Chicago.
The possibility of coastal flooding was a major concern for
Massachusetts as wind hit 60
mph, said Peter ludge, spokesman for the state's Emergency
Management Agency.
Meteorologists predicted 2 1 12foot storm surges from Cape Ann
to Cape Cod with seas off trie coast
running up to 25 feet.
The storm closed all three of
the New York metropolitan area's
major airports, and airlines canceled more than 500 inbound and
departing flights.
Delta Air Lines canceled arrivals and departures at Washington,
Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore,
Providence, R.I., and Hartford,
Conn.
The airport closures and
grounded planes stranded travelers elsewhere across the country.

KLEIN, FROM PAGE 1

some of his work to some local
shops around Bowling Green.
He had been taking art classes
for over 30 years, and a war ago, he
went to a workshop in Pittsburgh
and made glass beads.
Starting in August, Klein will
lie teaching three different English
courses aboard a ship for the
Semester at Sea program.
Klein has also done a bit of traveling since retiring. I le has taken
five trips in the last year including going to his 50th eighth grade
reunion in Chicago.
"It was a wild experience," he
said. "One hundred and four out
of 130 possible students showed
up. 1 danced with my two oldest
girlfriends from eighth grade and
tried to confront a kid who beat
me up."
I le also golfs a lot and exercises
by what he likes to call spinning.
"Spinning is riding stationary
bikes. I do that for an hour about
three times a week," he said. "We
have an instructor and we just ride
bikes to loud rock n' roll music."
Klein is not going to let the
retirement title hold him down. He
said ever since he started working,
he wanted to move on to something different every ten years.
Klein has been married for 29
years to his wife, Dianne, and has
a son who is an industrial designer
in Milwaukee.
Klein says he has no plans to
leave Bowling Green.
"I love the community- it gave
me my wife and my wonderful
and continuing career." he said. "It
also let me rattle around from one
interest to the next,"

Criticisms of new graduate exam plague ETS
Universities, other test preparation services express doubts about format, requirements
By Cassandra Shofar
RtPORIER

Future graduate students
need not worry about the new
Graduate Record Exam just yet.
■The Educational Testing Service
— a large, private educational
testing and measurement organization — has decided to delay
its launch on the new GRE format until fall 2007.
The new test was originally supposed to launch in
October 2006, but according to
Matt Fidler, ETS hasn't found
enough locations yet to administer the test to 400,000 people
in the nation. Fidler is GRE programs manager at Kaplan Test
Preparation and Admissions,
a sub-division of Kaplan,
Inc. and headquartered in
New York.
He said that "to pull off an
exam change of this magnitude" causes ETS to have to
find enough "seats" for students to take it.
The present GRE general test
isavailableall year long, but the
new format will only be offered
30 times a year, increasing the
number of students taking it at
each session.
Among many changes in the
test are new question types,
a new scoring scale, a higher
cost, an increase in length, less

scheduling flexibility and a agrees with the idea that the
higher bar for foreign students test scores do not express how
because of the more compli- well a student will do in graduate college.
cated verbal problems.
"I've never been comfortable
Criticism about the new
changes has been given from with the idea of using standardother test preparation ser- ized tests to determine one's fitvices, such as The Princeton ness for graduate studies," said
Review — a company that pro- Zach llilpert, president of the
vides private instruction and Graduate Student Senate. "The
GRE and other stantutoring for standardized forms of
dardized achievement tests and is The new test testing measure your
not affiliated with will... be less knowledge of very
specific information,
either Princeton
convenient rather than your
University or ETS.
yet the
According to The
and more intelligence,
GRE scores are used
Princeton Review's
expensive...
e-mailpress release,
by many schools
as a measure of
they think the
we're
brainpower."
changes "are finanoutraged."
llilpert thinks that
cially motivated,"
stating "the current PRINCETON REVIEW die new format definitely won't solve this
GRE is expensive to
problem, but make it
develop and deliver
and we believe ETS only makes even worse.
"It is still based on the
changes when their pocketamount of information (vocabbook is affected."
The Princeton Review also ulary, mathematical formulas
said that they thinkthenewfor- etc...| that you have collected
mat, with all its more complex over your lifetime or crammed
question formats and "longer in the days prior to the test,
testing time," will only cause rather than your intelligence."
Seeing fellow students crash
more disconnection between
students' performance on the and burn because of their
test and their ability to succeed results in taking the present
GRE also makes llilpert unimin graduate school,
A graduate student also pressed with the exam period,

changed or unchanged.
"I'm no expert, so take this
simply as the opinion of someone who has taken the test
himself and seen many of his
friends basically live or die,
scholastically, on the results of
the GRE," he added.
Other major criticisms of
the new test by The Princeton
Review are the fact that the
cost to take the test is going to
increase more from its present cost of $115 per person in
the United States, and the idea
that the longer length of the
test and the change in its availability will only make it harder
for students to take.
'The new test will contain
question types that have never
been tested on any standardized exam, will be 90 minutes
longer, have a new scoring
scale, and be less convenient
and more expensive for students to take," The Princeton
Review release stated. "Frankly,
we're outraged."
However, Fidler thinks that
the ETS should at least try the
new test out and let its results
tell the story.
"Whether the new exam will
cause more problems than it
solves, time will really tell," he
said. "You need to have people go through it to see how

GRE CHANGES YOU
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
The GRE is going through some
shifts — albeit more slowly
than originally expected. Among
the planned changes to the
test are:
■ Question types never before
tried
■ A new scoring scale, which
will be delayed until the first
three tests have been given
■ A higher cost to test-takers
■ An increase in test length
to allow more sophisticated
question forms
■ A higher bar for foreign
students: More complicated
and complex word-based
problems are planned in the
verbal section of the test.

well it works."
Fidler also thinks that the
"public outcry and feedback" to
ETS will definitely be heard by
them. But for now, just to be safe,
he suggests that students take
the present GRE while they still
can before the changes.
"Take it, get it out of the way
and have the scores in your back
pocket," he added. "Pushing
these changes back gives students an extra year to take the
old format."

Romance Report reveals cultural influences affect dating customs
Opinions of online
dating and 'beauty
versus brains' differ
By DanieHe Now
l-WIIE

U1BBOCK. Texas—Cupid would
be well advised toconsult his map
before he aims his next anow.
According to a recent study,
international borders do more
than just separate countries;
they dually divide dating tendencies and determine each nation's
laws of attraction. Harlequin
Enterprises' 2006 Romance Report

surveyed both men and women
in 16 countries across the globe
to determine how each culture
influences dating.
Michelle Renaud, an official in
the public relations department
of Harlequin Enterprises, said die
study polled 2,000 individuals
from North America in addition
to the pool of 1,000 international
participants.
The age-old batde of beauty
versus brains was addressed,
with Australians ranking intelligence as a low-priority. According
to the survey, only 10 percent of
Australian women and almost no

Australian men ranked identified
intelligence as their biggest tumon, according to the report
Meanwhile, in Portugal, roughly 40 percent of the men polled
placed more importance on
smarts than looks in a potential
mate. Still, the majority of men
across the globe would rather date
someone physically beautiful than
the owner of a beautiful mind.
Conversely, according to the
report, women of the world value
a keen a sense of humor with a
sharp brain over good looks when
it comes to selecting a partner.
About 70 percent of German

t_A

women and 60 percent of Mexican
women named a sense of humor
as the most attractive quality in the opposite sex during an
initial encounter.
Confidence and financial stability also were found to be universally attractive to both genders,
especially if it is attracted to a
heavy wallet Nearly 70 percent
of Hispanic men responded that
the most attractive feature in a
female during an initial encounter is confidence, while 30 percent of women from the U.K. and
lapan tagged a confident male as
"very attractive."
Meanwhile, 40 percent of
Portuguese men and 30 percent
of women labeled a financial

insecurity as one of their primary
turn-offs in a potential partner.
Even the places men and
women look for love varies from
country to country.
According to the report, 90
percent of Japanese women rely
on their friends to meet a match,
while none of the Japanese men
or women polled thought that
online dating was a good way to
meet people.
Monica Belsito a public relations representative for Harlequin's
publicity firm, said she believes
such statistics can be attributed to
the traditional culture that many
lapanese people embrace.
"The Asian culture is much
|more| reserved," she said.

"Whereas people from countries
globally known as party destinations tend to meet people in bars
and clubs"
Roughly 40 percent of French
men head to a bar or club when
they are looking to meet someone
special, while only 10 percent of
French women employ the same
technique, according to the study.
In Portugal, however, adults are
putting their hands to work on a
keyboard to search for "the one."
About 50 percent of Portuguese
women and 40 percent of
Portuguese men believe online
daring is the best route to meeting
someone new.
The complete survey is available
online alpnss.eharlequin.com.
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109 N. Main St. Unit H: Unique unfurnished
one bedroom apartment above downtown
117 N Main St Unfurnished one bedroom
apartments All different floor plans! Each
include A/C, dishwasher, cats are permitted
Laundry facilities on site.

332 S. Main
**
newloverentals.com

:*

114 8. Main St: Unfurnished one bedroom
apartments. Amenities include: air conditioning, laundry facilities, dishwasher, and
cats are permitted

«

125 1/2 N. Main St. Huge unfurnished one jfc I
bedroom apartment Very private^^.-, mfC\
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KILLER MAINTAINS HE'S 'NOT RESPONSIBLE"

CAMPUS

CLEVELAND (AP) — A former graduate student
convicted of killing one man and wounding two others
at Case Western Reserve University remains convinced
he should not be held responsible. Biswanath Haider
expressed no remorse and accepted no blame for his
violent attack on May 9,2003.
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HAMAS U. Islamic University in Gaza City is sometimes called Hamas U. because many Hamas figures
have taught or studied at the campus. The bookstore houses tributes to Hamas 'martyrs.'

8 a .in. 5 p.m.
'90s Soul Dinner Theater ticket
sale
17th Annual Multicultural Dinner
Theatre, where students and staff
will perform soulful music, movies and sitcoms from the '90s on
Feb. 17 and 18. Tickets are $12
for general seating and $20 to
include the dinner buffet Contact
Yolanda Flores at 372-2642 for
more information.
424 Saddlemire

Educating new leaders

8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Breast cancer awareness info,
table, sponsored by Delta Chi Phi
Union Lobby

A(in>3d Khateib KRTPholo

Major Hamas leaders
have studied, worked
at Islamic University
By Dion Nissenbaum

nil
GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip — The
basement bookstore at Gaza
City's Islamic University has
everything a Palestinian student
needs to get through the day,
from pens and pencils to notebooks and munchies to power
up for class.
But the one-stop shop also
features a few items that set
the campus apart: Stacked at
the entrance, alongside bootlegged video games and Harry
Potter movies, arc DVD tributes
to Hamas "martyrs" killed in
clandestine attacks on Israelis
and recordings of fiery speeches
by the Islamist militant group's
spiritual leaders.
If Hamas' dramatic ascent to
power in last month's Palestinian
legislative elections was a
political earthquake. Islamic
University served as its intellec-

tual epicenter. Virtually every
major Hamas figure — living
. and dead — has taught or studied at the tranquil 25-acre campus in the heart of Gaza City,
which some call Hamas U.
Sixteen members of the
faculty, staff and university
board of trustees will be part
of the I lamas bloc in the new
Palestinian Legislative Council,
making up about one-fifth of
the group's dominant majority.
"Islamic University has been
very rich soil for many leaders,"
said lehad Hamad, a professor of political sociology at the
rival Al Azhar University across
the street.
Over the last 27 years,
Islamic University has evolved
from a rudimentary campus
of tents for classrooms into a
widely-respected school with
17,000 students.
Here, politics and religion
fuse to create a vibrant Hamas
incubator that's succeeded in
producing the new generation
of Palestinian lawmakers.
Thegroup's top political figure.

Ismail Haniyeh, studied here.
Gaza leader Mahmoud Zahar
taught medicine, lamila Shanty,
the founder of the Hamas
women's section, worked in the
Knglish department, lamal Naji
Khudari, the chairman of the
university's board of trustees
and an independent candidate
backed by Hamas, is being talked about as perhaps the next
prime minister.
Abdel Aziz Hantisi, one of the
group's best-known leaders,
served on the university faculty and denounced President
Bush as an "enemy of Islam"
at a campus rally a few weeks
before Israel assassinated him
in 2004. Ismail Abu Shanab, a
Hamas political official whom
Israel assassinated in 2003,
served as the dean of one of
the colleges. Mohammed Deif,
who's considered the group's
tup bomb-maker, was a student here alongside Fatah
leader Mohammed Dahlan. a
newly-elected lawmaker who's
emerged as one of I lamas' most
ardent adversaries.
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2-6 p.m.
Valentine Sale
The BG Council for Exceptional
Children will be selling valentines as a fundraiser tor Dance
Marathon
Union Lobby

11 ,i in 1 p.m.
Spring raffle, sponsored by the
Economics club
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-l p.m.
Sex Signals event info, table,
sponsored by UA0
Union Lobby

2-6:30 p.m.
Single's Awareness Day fundraiser,
sponsored by Women's Chorus
Union Lobby

11 a in 3 p.m
Spring events awareness, sponsored by Dry Dock
Union Lobby

2:30-4:30 p.m.
UPS recruiting, sponsored by the
Career Center
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Bake sale, sponsored by the
Organization Development Student
Network
Union Lobby

9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Information and recruitment for

Connections

6-8 p.m.
How-2-Workshop: Wine tasting
(red wine). Come find out the
secrets to choosing, tasting and
pairing great wines Single session wine-lasting is $10. and participants must be 21 with a valid
ID Please sign up at the Student
Union Info. Center
Bowling Greenery

Noon 'i p.m.
Valentine goodie bags, sponsored
by the Student Council on Family
Relations
Union Lobby

Union Lobby
9 .i.iii. Noon and 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Spring Break in Appalachia registration
The Catholic Newman Club is
taking students to Kentucky and
West Virginia during spring break
to do volunteer construction. Cost
is $100, and deadline to register
is Feb. 13.
St. Thomas More University Parish.
425 Thurstin Ave.

Noon-4 p.m.
BSU silent auction info., sponsored by Black Student Union
Union Lobby

7:30 p.m.
Microsoft Academic Developer:
Diane Curtis
Curtis, supported by the BGSU
ACM chapter, will speak on new
Microsoft developments like
security, developers' tools and
products, and the new coming
Windows Vista.
108 Hayes

1:30 p.m.
BGO100 open forum
Free and open to anyone interested in learning more about the
transition of administrative systems to PeopleSoft.
316 Union

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Care packages, sponsored by
Gospel Choir
Union Lobby
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OK WA1CH MONEY CUP

Nowhere to go?
iking for a place to live?

We can help I

Houw IK open I

•v B1E k E Y RING

1002E. WOOSTERST.:
Three bdrm house. Across from campus.
ZONED FOR FIVE UNRELATED PEOPLE'

411 S. GROVE:

441 N. ENTERPRISE:
Three bdrm house close to campus.
OH street parking.

937 SCOTT HAMILTON:
New remodeled three bdrm house w/two
car garage, 11t baths. Close to campus.

KLEVERS JEWELRY

Beautiful three bdrm house.
Two bathrooms. Garage.

INC -HI .IN /EIISiIY

I-800-569-3988
I Plaza)

VALENTINES
Tuesday

DAY

February

14

"I love you" is still best
left for flowers to say
CompCiment yourjforafgift vdth

^
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♦
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TransCucent Chocolates
"Plush "Animals
Singing 'BaCloons
Mountain 'Meadow 'Bath and 'Body Care

•All in a convenient gift bag for easy
pickup or 'PeCiveru in 'Bowling Cjrcen

W

%

Special Holiday Hours
Sun. 12 pm - 3 pm
Mon. 8:30 am - 6 pm
Tues. 8 am - 6 pm

FLORAL.GIFT
•906 NAPOLEON RD. • 419.353.8381-

fliwra*]

There's still time to order your
Valentines Day gifts in BG!
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OPINION

"I'm here. I'm fine. Please just do whatever
they want... Please do it fast. That's all."

Kidnapped journalist [ill Carroll, pleading to the authorities.

STAFF KMTOMALI I'XIVKHSI IV OK I'lTISISI "lUill

World unfazed by Olympic games
The Winter Olympics started
this weekend. Turin, the northem Italian city selected for the
honor, is abuzz with international good cheer and a healthy,
competitive spirit. Those lucky
enough to live in Turin and the
surrounding area are joyfully
sharing their city with the gleeful crowds of tourists.
For a little more than two
weeks, the world is able to
come together and — peacefully — celebrate athleticism and
sportsmanship.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the Olympics aren't
what they used to be? Send an
E-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our Web
site.

I lowever, there are plenty
of people in Turin who don't
particularly feel like sharing the
roads, especially since they've
been putting up with traffic jams

and construction work on their
daily commutes.
Some, angry about all of the
rapid-fire expansion invading their picturesque city
— including a high-speed railway between France and Italy
— have gone so far as to stage
protests. Three hundred of them
were temporarily able to divert
die procession of the Olympic
flame, and last month four demonstrators actually grabbed the
flame out of the hands of the
athlete who was running with it.

Who can blame them?
Over the years, the Olympics
have become little more than
a festival of sponsorship and
advertising.
With Olympic stadiums in
cities all over the worid, the economic advantage and elite status
that hosting the Games once
implied are all but gone.
We live in an age when a
Canadian can instantiy e-mail
a peer in China, and a German
can watch Brazilian television
from the comfort of his own

home. We use the World Wide
Web to interact with the global
economy—it's no shock that
die thought of many nations
coming together isn't the ratingsdraw it once was.
Then again, people may also
just not be able to muster up
the motivation to sit through
endless commercials to watch
a sport like speed skating or
bobsledding. Even hockey, one
of the Winter Olympics' biggest
draws, is generally acknowledged as a sport that does not

televise well.
Nationalism isn't what it was
20 or 40 years ago; World War II
is over and the Iron Curtain has
been down for some time now.
The forces America finds itself
at odds with today do not represent themselves at Olympic
Games — there's not exactly a
Team Terror for people to root
against.
The world is a continually
changing place. If the Olympics
want to stay relevant, diey need
to change with it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Parental regulation
ON TIIK STREET

Opinion isn't
representative
of all men
In response D.l. lohnson's
editorial, I as a man find his
comments the true vulgar and
crude aspects of the vagina
monologues. His accesses
to power to determine what,
when, and how women's discourse concerning their bodies
are enacted is what the monologues are meant to disrupt.
As a man, I'm angry with
men like Mr. lohnson who refuse
to understand the nature of
female oppression. I realize the
extent of my involvement in the
upholding the historical silence
imposed upon women by men.
The monologues were never
intended to eliminate rape as
Mr. Johnson implies. They were
meant to expose die destructive
nature of rape. What better way
to express this outrage than to
address that part of the female
body, which is both the central
point of attack and the ultimate
conquering goal of rape: a worn an's vagina
All the women I've known
who attended the monologues
came away feeling more valuable and precious than any
compliment from a man coidd
make them feel. Rather than
promote continued silence, the
monologues open a site where
women feel as though, many
the first time, to express how
they feel about their bodies. For

women to speak of their vagina
remains a taboo subject and a
taboo discourse. Unable to deal
with women's ownership over
their bodies, Mr. lohnson sums
up the significance of the monologues' discourse as juvenile and
show that all a man has to do is
to infantilize women in order to
invalidate them.
As was mentioned in the
article on the monologues by
Megan Schmidt, women need to
drop the boyfriends who refuse
to attend such an event.
CARLOS ADAMS
ETHNIC STUDIES INSTRUCTOR
carlosa@ bgsu.edu

Monologues
require a more
open mind
This is in response to Mr.
lohnson's opinion column about
the University's production of the
Vagina Monologues.
Having never seen the production before 1 was curious as to
how "vulgar and cnide" the show
really was.
The most intriguing part about
the production is that it is based
off interviews, these are women's
experiences, and this is not made
up, this is reality.
Sugarcoating reality and making it bind to moral fiber does
reality a disservice and is not
truth. But the continuing search
for truth, which we as a human
race ultimately strive for, may not

always be what one thought or
agrees with.
Mr. lohnson may not approve
of women publicly expressing
orgasms, or describing childbirth
and female genital mutilation
but these activities are very much
a part of the world around us as
is oxygen and democracy.
The most unsetding argument Mr. lohnson makes is that
scholars cannot categorize die
monologues under a scholastic
subheading although he does
accurately assert that to make an
objective critique of a given issue
one must expose themselves to
that subject.
Why would Mr. lohnson urge
students to not attend the performance and make up their
own minds?
One cannot riiake a justifiable
opinion without experiencing the
activity, and since Mr. lohnson's
article came out before this year's
first show. I'm quite certain he
was not as knowledgeable about
the production as he asserts.
So I urge you BGSU students to go out into this world
and make your up your own
opinions.
It may make you uncomfortable hearing about and discussing topics diat one does not
encounter everyday but it does
indeed make one more educated and are we not here at this
University striving to become
more knowledgeable and well
versed in the truth of this world?

JACOB
BARRON
U-Wm Columnist
The Collegiate Times
Vtrgmiafech
Florists are rolling in cash,
sweat is beading on men's
brows, and there's a pink
glow emanating from aisle two
in Kroger: What could it be?
Stubborn rose farmers causing inflation? Global warming?
Nuclear spill in aisle two?
That's right. It's Valentine's
Day! Of course, now that I've
told, at least half of you arc
probably thinking about how
much better it would've been
to have either of the latter two
aforementioned options rather
than the dreaded V-day.
But hey, it's February and
Hallmark needs to make money
somehow. They're depending

LAUREN WEINHIMER
SOPHOMORE, EARLY

CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
"Lacrosse, because I
play lacrosse here."

KACIE RETHMAN
SOPHOMORE,
MARKETING
"Beer pong."

SARAH E. PETERSEN
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
psarah^bgsu.edu

When V-day becomes D-day
on us all to go out and buy cards,
teddy bears and heart-shaped
boxes of chocolates. So if you
want Hallmark to go out of business, forcing you to make your
own cards for the rest of your
life, then go ahead and sit this
one out. I'll be doing my part
though. From a guy's perspective, Valentine's Day, it seems, is
more like D-Day than anything
else. We hit the sand and we're
not sure of what awaits us, we're
not entirely certain if what we're
doing is going to work, and we
can't quite remember exactly
how we got here. We're very
aware that the guys next to us
might not make it. We just forgot
everything we learned in basic
training. We want our mothers.
It's a difficult holiday for
guys because what's required
of us is a bit foggy. Take the following example:
"What do you want to do for

What sport would
you like to see in the
Olympics?

Valentine's Day?"
"Oh, well... I don't really care."
This simple answer, depending on the girl, could mean any
number of things For some girls
it means "No seriously, I really
don't care." for others it means
"I don't want to do anything too
big but let's at least do something." In some extreme cases
it might mean "Boy, I'd better
break up with this guy before
Tuesday" or "If he doesn't get me
dinner, wine and diamonds then
I'm leaving."
Guys have millions of questions to answer when it comes
to Valentine's: Should we go
out? Can we stay in? What if she
doesn't like chocolate? Jewelry
or no jewelry? Doesn't everyone get jewelry? Roses? What
about other flowers? Daisies?
Should I make reservations?

MIKE NIEMAN
SOPHOMORE, AVIATION
STUDIES

"Lacrosse, because it'll
give Hockey a run for
its money."

SANGEETHA
CHANDRAN
SENIOR, ITL BUSINESS

"Field hockey."
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key for kid gamers

Video games are once
again coming under fire.
This time, it's the city
attorney's office of Los Angeles
that's suing Rockstar Games over
allegedly hiding pornographic
content in their hit game "Grand
Theft Auto: San Andreas",
las Angeles City Attorney
Rocky Delgadillo alleges that
Rockstar Games and parent
company Take-Two Interactive
engaged in unfair business
practices, tricked the ESRB video
game rating board, and broke
California state law by embedding sex scenes into the video
game through a mini-game.
The mini-game had been left
in die game's source code, or
programming, but was removed
from the game itself. The minigame itself is not playable unless
the player uses a modified version of the game's files.
This is not the first time
such accusations have been
brought up. lack Thompson, a
controversial attorney known
for attempting in several cases
to unsuccessfully blame video
games for criminal actions, has
accused both Rockstar Games
and the ESRB of conspiring to
"sell sexual material harmful to
minors in violation of criminal
statutes".
In addition, the Federal Trade
Commission has opened up
an investigation into Rockstar
Games to see if they did commit such acts, undermining the
ESRB in the process.
What Rockstar did isn't anything new, as programmers have
previously left unused or editedout parts of games in the source
code. Most of the time, these
appear as glitches, debug menus,
or incomplete portions of
code that can only be accessed
through hacking.
1 lackers and modders, people
who produce modifications or
add-ons for games, often look
for these unused and edited-out
parts to create modifications off
of or exploit for their own gain.
In this case, a modder found
the mini-game embedded in the
code, and by only changing one
bit, unlocked the partially-completed game.
Other sources of blame have
been the ESRB, who initially
gave the game a Mature rating
instead of the Adults Only rating
critics say it deserved all along.
Perhaps it is true that both
could have done better. But
in a world where eBay exists,
and where the only difference
between a Mature rating and
Adults Only rating is one year,
there's not much more either

BRIAN
SZABELSKI
Opinion Columnist
group could do.
While Rockstar, the ESRB, and
video game retailers might share
part of the responsibility, that
pan is miniscule compared to
the real problem concerning
this story: those who actually
unlocked the Hot Coffee minigame and their parents.
To access the mini-game
requires a modified version of
the game to be downloaded off
the Internet, or use of a cheat
device to unlock the game.
Doing either option requires
both knowledge and intent by
the individual. You don't break
into a bank vault "on accident"
or "accidentally" take performance-enhancing drugs, do
you?
However, responsibility
doesn't just stop there. A lot of
this blame can also be traced
back to the parents, who need
to explain why their 12-year-old
son is playing a game that was
initially rated for mature audiences of 17 and older.
Many parents are letting their
children be raised by movies and
video games, sometimes without
checking to see if the material is
appropriate.
So what can be done about it?
1 think Florida Governor Jeb
Bush summed up my solution
best earlier this year when he
spoke on video game regulations:
"I think self-regulation is the
first step. Parents ought to take
control over their children's
lives... If it requires regulation
after that, fine, but I don't think
government should replace that."
It's as simple as that
Parents don't necessarily need
to be spying 24/7 on their kids,
but they should know what their
children are playing or watching.
It does work, also.
While my parents ended
up raising three gamers, they
never had any problems with
us mistaking on-screen violence for reality.
By keeping track of what kids
watch and making sure they
know it's just a game, we might
be able to avoid many further
problems with adult content falling into the hands of children.
Now if you'll excuse me, one of
my 'hoods is under attack in San
Andreas, and I'd better go save it.
Send comments to Brian at
bszabel@bgsu.edu.
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Jon Stewart, comedy lay the
path to true enlightenment
JON
BOSSCHER
Opinion Columnist
Last Summer Ion Stewart
of Daily Show fame
appeared on CNN's
Crossfire. He spent most of
the show slamming the hosts
for failing to contribute to a
legitimate discourse on politics
and finished by calling Tucker
Carlson a dick.
To be fair, Carlson deserved it.
What kind of tool wears a bowtie
at the age of 30? At least now we
know what Orville Redenbacher
looked like in his formative years.
The crossfire boys responded
to Stewart's criticism by claiming
that his coverage of news stories
was biased and incomplete.
Is this a legitimate critique?
Can a comedy show be considered news?
While on Crossfire, Stewart
cited his own lack of journalistic
integrity, explaining that his
show cannot be held to the same
standards as real news. Yet in
2004, the Columbia Journalism
Review created a list of 20 reporters who consistently provided
insightful coverage of the '04
election. Jon Stewart was number four on the list for his work at
The Daily Show coming in ahead
of many writers for The New
York Times, The Washington Post
and other respected periodicals.
Does this mean The Daily
Show can provide us with all the
news we need?
Maybe not, but its certainly a
good source for sound bites of
George Bush mispronouncing
the names of Eastern European
countries and following up with
his trademark weasel laugh

true, and the truth is threatening
— "Hehehehe."
to those whose power derives
The real question is what role
comedy plays in the world. "I see from misdirection and decepmyself as a driving force for glob- tion.
lust as Ion Stewart has the
al peace.. .We're bringing healing
to the international community," power to open our eyes to the
embarrassment that is the
claims Stewart.
current administration and its
I would have been inclined to
pointless Iraq war, so too does a
agree with him until the Muslim
cartoon of Mohammed telling
worid decided to bum every
Danish embassy they can find
suicide bombers "We're out of
over a cartoon.
virgins" possess the power to
shake people out of ignorance.
They have even boycotted
After all, the recent outbreak
products from Denmark.
How will the Middle East sur- of protests might be viewed with
vive without cheese
more legitimacy if
Danishes and butthe Muslim world
"How will
ter cookies?
got this upset about
beheadings, kidnapSo Muslims don't
the
Middle
pings, honor killings,
think a depiction of
East
survive
suicide bombtheir prophet carings, treatment of
rying a bomb in his
without
women...
turban is funny, eh?
cheese
As the Islamic
Well try again.
dissident Ibn
In fact, our govDanishes
Warraq recently put
ernment has a
and butter it, "a democracy
decided interest in
cannot survive long
figuring out what
cookies?" without
freedom
makes the Muslim
of expression, the
world laugh.
freedom to argue,
ITiey recently
to dissent, even to
commissioned
insult and offend."
comedian Albert Brooks to
This notion should not be limtravel to Pakistan and compile a
ited to our interaction with the
500 page report detailing what
Muslim world, but also to the
Muslims find funny, a trip that
way we examine ourselves.
Brooks turned into a new docuComedy, although somementary, "Looking for Comedy
times offensive and tasteless
in the Muslim Worid" (20051.
enough to make us want to
Apparently they don't find the
crawl into our cave of ignoaccommodations at Abu Ghraib
rant bliss, can also provide
very funny.
the ground on which to look
I.ook for Donald Rumsfeld's
new strategy to win the Iraq war: critically at our selves and laugh
A stand-up comedy club in every about our differences.
It is high time we all embraced
Baghdad neighborhood.
comedy as the path to true
After witnessing the Muslim
enlightenment
reaction to some cartoons, we
are forced to ask the question: Is
Send comments to Ion at
comedy a threat to world peace?
jbossch@bgsu.edu.
Comedy is funny because it's

Giving shouldn't be a hassle
VALENTINE, FROM PAGE 4

Does Hooters take reservations?
Would going there be bad? What
about a loud, smoky bar? Some
place with a television?
The list goes on and on.
Valentine's Day has also
become grossly complicated
by the fact that most women
would rather have their partner
do something creative instead
of the standard jewelry, flowers,
chocolates, dinner, goodnight,
fade out, roll credits, the end.
The truth is that most guys don't
want to stay traditional either,
but we also know not to ask for

alternative ideas, because you're
not going to tell us.
Of course, the reason that girls
won't tell us is that for Feb. 14, all
they want is to know that their
significant other cares.
When you think about it this
way, Valentine's Day is easy. It's
a 24-hour monument to your
affection; the outward expression of your inner feelings for
this person. It's not an excuse to
be a big jerk the other 364 days
of the year.
It's not meant to be a hassle.
It's just a chance to crack the
shell a bit and let the other
person know exactly where you

both stand still in a constantly
fluctuating world.
So here's the solution. Get your
scissors ready for clipping.
Guys, open up a little. Be creative but also honest. No one's
watching you. I swear.
Ladies, we're not always great
with expressing our feelings,
so we might resort to flowers
or some other cliched gift, but
know that the only reason that
most guys do something for
Valentine's Day is because they
like you.
There you go. It's not like DDay after all.
See you on the beach.
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Internet search engines
limit free speech in China
ERIN
BZYMER
Opinion Editor
Google and Yahoo
- chances are you use
one or both of these
search engines 50 times per
day and don't even think
about it.
But, what would you do if
you knew these two search
engines stifled free speech?
How would you feel if you
knew these companies helped
to put journalists who expose
human rights abuses in jail?
Chances are if these
companies sold shoes and
employed workers abroad in
sweatshop conditions you'd
be outraged and boycott
their product.
The options arc more
limited however when dealing with an Internet search
engine that doesn't produce
a tangible product such as
shoes.
Americans are proud of
their right to free speech. Free
speech and other rights are
granted to us in our founding
documents and they exist to
limit the government — and
only the government.
Many people believe the
right to free speech applies to
everyone in the country, but
in reality it only prevents the
government from silencing
free speech.
Beyond that — the people,
not the government — wield
the power to hold those who
cont rol ou r flow of i n formation responsible for their
actions.
Google, Yahoo and even
Microsoft have recently
gained attention for collaborating with the Chinese
government to suppress free
speech and dissent.
The media has played little
attention to the fact that these
three giant corporations
are playing along to with
the Chinese government to
oppress the Chinese people.
Clearly the bottom line here
is profit. As P. Diddy so eloquently said, "It's all about the
Benjamins."
These three corporations
aren't playing an idle role in
China, as they are contributing to the government's
oppressive watchdog role.
According to a Newsweek
article, Google launched a

young developing minds.
China-based search engine
Although the intentions
according to the stipulations
were good, this software
the Chinese government set
made it virtually impossible to
forth. Google in China cenfind information.
sors critical political content,
For example, in doing
news sites and information
about Democracy.
research for a report I wanted
to find the White I louse Web
Microsoft and Yahoo arc
site. After typing in "White
following the same lead.
House" in the search field, the
Microsoft recently shut
search turned up with "no
down a dissident blog that
encouraged democracy.
results."
It seems though that —
I knew this couldn't he true,
and in fact censorship was at
from what we know — Yahoo
has committed the worst
work here.
offense of them all.
As the software scanned the
Yahoo provided information content it found something
that helped to identify a jouroffensive, and blocked access
nalist who was anonymously
to the site.
reporting on human-rights
This software, although
abuses. The information proonly slightly annoying,
vided by Yahoo, ultimately put doesn't even compare to the
the man in jail, and he is curtype of government censorrently serving a
ship that goes on in
10-year sentence
China.
"With
130
As students, we
for this so-called
often take our
crime.
million
right to freedom of
With 130 milInternet
lion Internet
speech for granted.
users, China
users, China On campus stuhave easy
provides an irreprovides an dents
access not only to
sistible market for
these companies.
irresistible the Internet, hut
They see
also to these two
market
search engines.
they are morally wrong but the
It's hard for us to
for these
corporate bigwigs
imagine the limited
companies.' free speech the
are blinded by
dollar signs.
Chinese are forced
In a public
to endure.
statement, Google
But for me, the
ultimate frustration is what
expressed that their presence
can we do about this?
in China could potentially
Through the media, the
cure the problem, not reinworld came to learn how Nike
force it.
treated its workers throughGoogle said. "Our continout the world. Public outcry
ued engagement with China
was great enough that Nike
is the best (and perhaps onlyl
reformed its policies.
way for Google to help bring
Worker abuse is more tangithe tremendous benefits of
ble than limiting free speech
universal access to all our
and perhaps this is the reason
users there."
Microsoft and Yahoo
the outrage has been limited.
echoed the same sentiments.
It seems we are fighting an
invisible enemy.
Microsoft's chief counsel,
Large companies such as
Bill Smith said "One could
Google. Yahoo and Microsoft
walk away, but that would
won't make any changes
also be turning our back on
unless the are motivated by
the problem."
profits.
And Yahoo said".. .our serThese companies aren't
vices have promoted personal
interested in upholding their
expression and enabled far
company integrity or free
wider access to independent
sources of information..."
speech. They have no motivations to fight the Chinese
I remember my own frusgovernment's barriers.
tration with Internet censorThese companies are purely
ship in middle school.
profit-driven— it's all about
All of the computers at
the Benjamins.
school had censorship software on them to prevent students from looking up porn
Send comments to Erin at
and other potentially harmful ebzyinek(«bgsu.eilti.
topics that would corrupt our
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Free
Delivery
Open 4 p.m.
weekdays.

Lunch
weekends
203 N. Main, BG
419-352-5166

HOUSESf

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 2006 Leases
•835 5th,4bdrm
$950/mo
August 2006 Leases
• 239 B Manville, 1 bdrm
$350/mo
• 849 6th St., 3 bdrm
$650/mo
• (pets allowed)
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. February Special
fig in Your Sweetheart
(and this ad) during the
month of February
& buy one entree
get one FREE!
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Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

FKOBOSE RENTALS

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Management Inc.
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com

Houses for Rent:
122 'A Frazee Ave.
119TroupSt.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
702 1/2 6th St.
704 6th St.
704 1/2 6th St.

www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green Ohio 43402

419 353 5800
info@mcccabg con
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Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
„
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380 .
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CHENEY SHOOTS MAN WHILE QUAIL HUNTING
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — Shiite lawmakers yesterday
chose incumbent Ibrahim al-Jaafari to be Iraq's new
prime minister, endorsing the longtime exile for a
second term by a single vote — thanks in large part to
support by a radical anti-U.S. faction.

www.bgnews.com/world

WORLD
Bird flu invades
Western Europe
Virus in swans could
mutate, become
dangerous to humans
By Maria Saimiimatelli
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ben Stansall AP Photo

AROUND THE WORLD: Steve Fossett. tight, is welcomed by Richard Branson alter safely completing the longest nonstop flight in aviation history.
Fossett was forced to land in Bournemouth. England after he encountered generator problems. He flew a total of 26,389 miles in 76 hours.

Aviation adventurer breaks
world record for longest flight
Plane forced to land
after experiencing
generator problems
By Derek Kravrtz
THE ASS It »'£D PRESS

MANSION,
England
—
Adventurer Steve Fbsseti completed the longest nonstop (light
in aviation history with an emergency landing Saturday, flying
26,389 miles in about 7fi hours.
but stopping early because of
mechanical problems.
Ground control said Eossett. til.
broke the airplane distance reconl
of 24387 miles while his lightweight experimental plane was
flying over Shannon. Inland.
(ieneratorproblemsthenforced
him to land the Virgin Atlantic
Global liver at Bournemouth
International Airport in southern
England instead of at a military air
strip in nearby Kent.
"I was really lucky to make it
here today, there was a lot going
on," r-ossett told reporters after he
landed. "Pie tension of the final
part really took it out of me, but I
will be fine in the morning."
The millionaire adventurer
completed his nonstop journey
around the globe — and then
some — over :i 1/2 days despite

ofVirginAtlantic.
His voyage broke the airplane
distance record of 24,987 miles
set in 1986 by the lightweight
Voyager aircraft piloted by Dick
Km,in and leana Yeager, as well
as the balloon record of 25,361
miles set by Brian lones and
Bertrand Piccard in 1999.
After the news conference,
Fossett was presented with the
Guinness World Record for the
longest flight in history.'
Fossett already holds the
record for flying solo around the
globe in a balloon and for being
the first person to circle the globe
solo in a plane without stopping
or refueling. That flight last year
lasted 67 hours and was hampered by a fuel leak.
While in the air, Fossett took
power naps no longer than 10
minutes each and drank a steady
diet of milkshakes. His plane was
equipped with a parachute pack
holding a one-man raft and a
satellite rescue beacon.
Branson — who was beaming
with pride throughout the conference — said Fossett's record
was a superhuman effort.
"He's just flown further than
man, or woman, has ever flown,"
said Branson. "He has had pretty
much no sleep since he set off
from Kennedy a few days ago,
and he has been through an
incredible amount."

losing about 750 pounds of fuel plane leaked fuel and he nearly
during his takeoff Wednesday ran out of runway.
"I had to pull up with all my
from the Kennedy Space Center
might" to get the plane in the
In Florida because of a leak,
Fossett recounted the journey air before the end of the airstrip,
after he arrived later on Saturday he said.
Severe turbulence over India
at his scheduled finishing point
"almost broke the
— Kent International
plane apart," he
Airport — on a pri"He's
just
said, forcing him to
vate jet alongside Sir
strap on a parachute
flown
Richard Branson, die
billionaire owner of further than for fear of having
to eject.
Virgin Atlantic, which
man, or
Instead, his flight
sponsored Fossett's
record bid. lie was woman, has team altered his
greeted there by his
projected
route.
ever flown." They had him cross
wife, Peggy, and rapFlorida, where he
turous applause from
RICHARD BRANSON. began his journey
the assembled crowd.
VIRGIN
ATLANTIC
Wednesday, and take
Stepping onto the
OWNER
a southerly path on
tarmac in his silver
flight suit, Fossett said
the flight's last leg to
he was relieved after being forced take advantage of better winds.
to make the emergency landing
The plane's ventilation sysHe said he realized he was tem also malfunctioned midway
in trouble when he began his through the trip, causing temdescent for Kent and a light peratures in the 7-foot cockpit to
came on indicating the plane's rise to as much as 130 degrees.
generator had failed, prompting Fossett was forced to drink a
him to put emergency proce- large part of his water supply eardures in place.
lier than planned because of the
The tense climax was one of heat, his flight team said.
several episodes that nearly
Early Saturday, Fossett decided
doomed his voyage.
to try to finish thetripafter reachDuring takeoffWednesday from ing the middle of the Atlantic.
the Kennedy Space Center, his
"He burst two tires on landing
and the poor Global Flyer had to
be dragged off the runway," said
Steve Ridgeway, chief executive

WANT TO FEEL LIKE YOU'VE
ACCOMPLISHED SOMETHING?

ROME — Bird flu has reached
Western Europe, with Italy
and Greece announcing
Saturday they had detected
the H5N1 strain of the virus in
dead swans.
The announcement thai
the disease was detected in
five swans in southern Italy
came a day after the opening
of the Winter Games in Turin,
several hundred miles to the
north. Italian officials said the
vims had only affected wild
birds and posed no immediate risk to people.
Ihe European Union said
the deadly strain also had
been confirmed in swans
in Bulgaria.
No human infections were
reported in the Uiree countries, but the outbreak raised
concerns that the spread
of the disease could increase
chances for it to mutate into
a form easily transmissible
among humans, who generally
catch the disease from domestic poultry.
"It's a relatively safe situ-

Gtorge Osodi AP Photo

VIRUS THREAT: Farm workers in
Nigeria approach birds suspected
of carrying the bird flu inside
the Sambawa farms in Jaji.
ation for human health; less
so for animal health," Italian
Health Minister Erancesco
Storacc said.
Elsewhere, China reported
its eighth human death from
the H5N1 strain, and Indonesia
reported its 18th death.

Surgery for Sharon
Emergency operation
decreases chance of
political resurrection
By Karin Laub
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IERUSALEM - Doctors
removed nearly two feet of
Ariel Sharon's large intestines
Saturday during emergency
surgery, his seventh operation
since suffering a debilitating
stroke last month.
Surgeons managed to stabilizethecomatoselsraeliprime
minister after initially fearing
for his life, but the latest complication makes ii even more
unlikely he will recover.
, Israelis closely followed
their 77-year-old leader's
latest ordeal, with TV sta-

tions repeatedly breaking
into regular programming
for updates, but the country already has come to
terms with his departure
from politics,
Sharon's political heir,
Ehud Olmert, quickly took
the reins as acting prime
minister after Sharon's Ian. 4
stroke and appears poised to
lead Sharon's centrist Kadima
Party to victory in March 28
elections.
Sharon was rushed to surgery Saturday morning after
doctors, who had noticed
abdominal swelling, conducted a CT scan and a laparoscopy, or insertion of a small
camera through the abdomiSHAROH.PAGE 11
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OH NO: OHNO STUMBLES AT OLYMPIC GAMES. PAGE 9
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expects to
this time

Saturday

NCWA tournament at Toledo

GYMNASTICS

Short-armed
Falcons fall
toMSUand
BSUintri

More meaningful
games lie ahead for
19th-ranked Bucks
By Rusty Millet
THE *SS0C1ATE0 PRESS

solid defense by giving Antoine
Currie just enough room to sink
a buzzer-beating 3 to put the
Rockets up by three.
They would not trail for the
rest of the game.
"As a veteran guy I've got to
be smarter than that,'' Floyd
said. "It was a dumb mistake
by me and I think it completely
changed the momentum of
the game."
Up to that point Floyd
was playing a brilliant game.
When the Rockets came out of
the gate in the first half they

COLUMBUS, Ohio — There was
no poslgame parry after beating
Illinois this time. Ohio State still
has other big games to play.
lamar Butler scored 22 points;
Terence Dials had 19 points and
16 rebounds: and Je'Kel Foster
added 18 points to lead the 19thranked Buckeyes to a 69-53 Victory over No. 10 Illinois yesterday.
A year after ruining top-ranked
Illinois' 29-0 season on Matt
Sylvester's 3-pointer with 5.1
seconds left, the Buckeyes relied
on their outside shooting and
Dials' muscle inside to win their
fourth straight game and remain
in a virtual lie for first place in the
Big Ten.
"There was jubilation in the
locker room last year," coach
Thad Malta said. "This year we
still have six games to play — and
alotofworktodo."
The Buckeyes (18-3.7-3) hit 13
of 23 3-pointers three days after
going 15-for-24 in a victory at
No. 22 Michigan. It was the first
time in five years Ohio State had
beaten two ranked opponents in
the same week.
Butler was 5-for-6 on 3-pointers and Foster was 6-for-8.
"Heck, we've got guys who
don't shoot free throws thai well,"
Illinois coach Bruce Weber said.
Dee Brown scored 12 points to
lead IUinois|20-4,6-4]butwas stymied all day by Ohio State's suffocating pressure. James Augustine
added 11 points — all in the first
half— and 13 rebounds.
In a matchup of the BigTen's top
offensive (Ohio Statel and defensive (Illinois) teams, the Buckeyes
excelled at both ends. The lllini
shot only 37 percent from the
field and, despite a height advantage, were outrebounded 36-32.
"Our No. 1 goal was to try
to impose our will on them,"
Dials said.
After building an 11-point lead
at the half, the Buckeyes didn't
vary from their approach in the
opening minutes of the second
half. Foster stole the ball on

FLOYD,PAGE 8
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Injuries and mental
mistakes beginning to
take toll on BGSU
By Colin Wilson
REPORItR

One tiling the BGSU gymnasts
know is that they will see better days. The Cardinal Classic at
Ball State was not the right medicine for an injury-riddled Falcon
line-up.
"One good thing is that it will
only get better from here," said
senior lessica Guyer.
BG finished third behind Ball
State and Michigan State in the
triangular meet. Michigan State
came in first with a score of
191.025 and Ball State scored a
187.875 to take second. The total
for BG was 183.625. a season-low.
The score was also the lowest
mark for the falcons since the
1998 season.
The Falcons were not competing with all of their competitors. Injuries to Candice Deacon
and Marie-Eve Boisvert, on top
of already injured Sakura Tomita
and Ashlee Deleuw, left BG
extremely short-handed especially on the uneven bars.
"I don't think (the injuries]
affected us physically, but mentally you could see the difference,"
Guyer said. "We need to work
out the mental mistakes more
than anything."
Goinginto last week's meet with
NIU, the bars line-up featured
at least three of the four injured
competitors in each meet. The
injuries have left the Falcons with
a few question marks regarding
the event.
The bars were not a strong
point for the Falcons—their high est placing was ninth as lenna
Wirtanen and Jessica McArthur
both received scores of 9.3. The
results reflected the injury problems the Falcons have suffered
and were a definite weak point.
INJURIES. PAGE 10
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REGRET: BG's John Floyd scored 17 points Saturday at Toledo but committed a costly technical foul with BG leading 53-51.

Loss personal for Floyd
Junior charged with
technical, Dakich
disagrees with call
By Sean Corp
REPORTER

TOLEDO — As a junior with
three years of collegiate experience, John Floyd knows that
no matter how many good
things one player can do, it can
all be wiped out with a single
mistake.
So, despite scoring 17 points
on 50 percent shooting, he was
disappointed with himself for
giving the University of Toledo

all the momentum in the defining moments of the second
half that led the Rockets to a
hard-fought, 72-64, victory at
Savage flail.
With his team down by one
point and the lalcons desperate to find an answer at the
offensive end. Floyd caught
the ball at the top of the key
and sunk a 3-pointer from NBA
range over the outstretched
hands of Jonathan Amos to put
BG up 53-51.
Floyd pumped his fist and ran
down the court. Seconds later
an official tagged Floyd with a
technical foul for something he
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said to Amos.
That gave Toledo two free
throws, both made by Justin
Ingram who had 15 points on
the night, and the ball. On the
ensuing possession the liilcons
squandered 29 seconds of

Evidence aids
Once again, BG uses big half in win
Gretzky's case
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

lawyer said New Jersey detectives showed up at the Phoenix
Specific information on when coach's doorstep looking lo
a wiretap conversation was speak to his wife,
"Published reports that
recorded appears to support
Wayne Gretzky's contention Wayne had spoken to Rick
that he had no prior knowledge Tocchet about his concern for
lanet prior to officers
of an illegal gambling
appearing at Wayne's
ring involving his wife
house on Monday are
and Phoenix Coyotes
completely ludicrous,"
assistant coach Rick
said Gretzky's attorTocchet.
ney, Ron Fujikawa. "It's
New Jersey state
absolute balderdash."
police wiretapped
On Tuesday, New
a conversation of
Jersey
authorities
Gretzky asking Tocchet
announced charges
how Gretzky's wife,
WAYNE
against Tocchet, a New
Janet Jones, could
GRETZKY
Jersey state trooper and
avoid being named
COYOTES
another New Jersey
as a participant in the
ring happened last Monday man for running a nationwide
— the day after Jones alleged- sports gambling operation.
ly won money betting on the State police said wagers — priSuper Bowl, sources told The marily on professional football
— exceeded $1.7 million in the
Associated Press.
A person with knowledge of five weeks leading up to the
the investigation confirmed Super Bowl.
the wiretap was recorded last
Monday, the day Gretzky's
GRETZKY. PAGE 8

Down four at half, BG
scores 40 in second to
improve to 20-2 (11-0)

By Beth DeFalco and Angela Belli
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

®
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ADJUSTMENTS: Ali Mann and the BG women continue to play well in
the second halves of games after trailing at the break.

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATWWWJM5NEWS.COM/SP0rnS
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By Mart Entrup
REPORTER

MUNCIt, Ind.—TheBGSU women's basketball team clinched a
first-round bye in the Kraft MAC
Tournament with a gritty win
over host Ball State University
on Saturday.
Trailing by four at fialftimc, the
Falcons relied on steady defense
and extremely accurate shooting
to pull out the victory, 72-60.
The win is the Falcons' 11 th in a
row and puts their overall record
al 20-2 and 11 -0 in the MAC.
Junior Ali Mann led all scorers
with 18 points and added a teamhigh nine rebounds.
Sophomore Kate Achter shook
off a slow first half in which she
scored only two from the freethrow line and finished with 15
points. She also had a team-high
five assists and zero turnovers.
Junior Iiz Honegger contributed a season and game-high five

VS.
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BGSU

32 40

72

BALL STATE

36 24
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blocks, game-high four steals and
14 points. She was 3-for-3 from
behind the arc.
"This was a really big road win
for us," said BG coach Curt Miller.
"This is a tough place lo play.
"We are happy about securing a first-round bye and a trip
to Cleveland."
The first half was closely contested. Both teams were playing
aggressive defense, but Ball State's
three point shooting and its ability to keep Bowling Green from
scoring inside gave the Cardinals
a 10-point lead midwav through
the half.
"They were really executing
HALFTIME, PAGE 10
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Butler's 3-pointers bury No. 10 Illinois No secret in Cincy:
Reds need pitching

BUTLER.FROM PAGE 7

Illinois' first possession by diving
over the IUini bench and into the
first row of fans, the ball going to
Butler who pulled up to hit a 3 with
two defenders between hint and
the basket and no teammate on
his half of the court.
"That was one of those.
'Uhhhhlih ... great shot!'" Matta
said with a laugh.
The next time Ohio State had
the ball, Butler made another.
"Butler hits two 3s and instead
of getting down to single digits
you're down more," V\eber said.
"Now it's big numbers instead of
whittling it down."
The Buckeyes led 53-32 after
Rnnl.ewis'3at the 13:40 mark. Rut
Illinois began to make headway
with freshman Chester Fra/.ier
dogging foster and frustrating
him with his physical play.
I'razier hit two foul shots with
9:46 left tocapa 12-0run—Brown
scored five points. Frazier four
and Rich McBride three — that
cut the lead to 53-44 and quieted
a raucous capacity crowd.
Ohio State, dormant on
offense for more than 4 minutes, responded with a 10-0 run
that ended with Foster hitting a
fall-away 3 from the right corner for a 16-point lead with 7 1/2
minutes left.
The Illini continued to attack
but could never find a crack in the
Buckeyes' defense, with Butler
shadowing Brown wherever he
went. Brown hit just five of 13 field
goal attempts.

Weber called Butler the
most improved player in the
conference.
"He's just in a groove right
now," Weber said.
Butler credited his offseason
conditioning, along with lengthy
shooting drills, for improving his
game, lie scored a career-high 20
at Michigan before topping that
against the Illini.
"I'm just playing within our
offense and taking the open
shots." he said.
Ohio State is tied with Iowa,
each team with three losses in Big
Ten play, although the Hawkeyes
have played one more game.
"We just want to take care of
the home court. Mission accomplished." Dials said.
The Buckeyes improved to
9-0 when they hit at least eight
shots behind the arc. They did
that by halftime, leading 37-26 at
the break.
In thefirst half, Fosterhitall five
of his shots behind the arc for 15
points. Butler made both of his for
the Buckeyes, who were 8-of-12.
When the Illini did match up with
Ohio State's perimeter shooters,
the ball went into Dials. He had
13 points and seven rebounds to
balance out Augustine's 11 points
and six boards.
The Buckeyes led 31-16 after
Foster and Butler each hit backto-back 3s.
Matta said his team met
quietly after the game and the
Buckeyes' attention immediately
shifted to Wednesday's game in
Madison, Wis.

>*y laPcite AP Ptiolo

UP HIGH: Ohio Slate's Jamar Butler shoots against Illinois forward
Warren Carter yesterday in the Buckeyes 69-53 win at home.

Gretzky surprised by gambling investigation
GRETZKY, FROM PAGE 7

Gretzky, revered as hockey's
greatest player and now in his
first season as Phoenix's coach,
said he was unaware of any gambling accusations until Tocchet
called him last Monday night.
But when reports surfaced
that a wiretapped conversation
between Gretzky and Tocchet
happened within the last
month, questions over whether
Gretzky knew about the ring
before authorities contacted
him last Monday spawned a

publicity firestorm.
In all, Jones bet at least S100,000
on football, sources said. Jones
has not been charged with any
crime but is expected to be subpocnaed to testify before a grand
jury investigating gambling activity, attorneys said.
Jim O'Neal, Coyotes head of
security, said he received a call
from Gretzky last Monday afternoon saying authorities showed
up asking to speak with his wife,
who was at the couple's Los
Angeles home.
"He was totally surprised."

O'Neal said. "He said they told
him, 'We're not here to see you.
We just need to serve her with
something.'"
Gretzky's attorney and O'Neal
denied reports that New Jersey
authorities surprised Gretzky and
Jones at their Arizona home on
Super Bowl Sunday, as a New
York newspaper reported.
Tocchet also learned of the
criminal investigation last
Monday, O'Neal said, when
he was served with a criminal
complaint by New Jersey detectives at a Scottsdale restaurant.
O'Neal said he helped broker the
meeting between Tocchet and
authorities.
"I filled Wayne in. I said I was
meeting die two investigators
... to serve Rick Tocchet with a
summons," O'Neal said. "Wayne

called me back and asked Rick to
give him a call."
A message left at the office of
Tocchet's lawyer, Kevin Marina
was not returned yesterday,
A handful of NHL players
have been implicated in the
ring, authorities say, but none
have been identified or charged.
Strictly speaking, it is not a crime
to place a bet, but NHL players
would be violating league rules if
they wagered on hockey games.
There is no evidence of wagering on hockey, according to the
former federal prosecutor investigating the allegations on behalf
of the NHL
The New lersey Attorney
General's Office and state police
said yesterday the agencies
would not comment on a pending criminal investigation.
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ested to see how right-hander
Paul Wilson is recovering from
shoulder surgery. TheyTI be curious about how left-hander Dave
Williams tits into the rotation.
And theyll be trying to figure
By Joe Kay
out how to make sense out of a
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
CINCINNATI — Bob CasteUini bullpen that wasn't much better
has owned the Cincinnati Reds than the rotation last year.
It all starts with Wilson, who
for less than a month, and
Wayne Krivsky has been their tried to pitch through pain last
general manager for less than season and went 1-5 with a 7.77
a week. But both newcomers ERA before he had surgery lune
know exactly what needs to 17 for a torn rotator cuff and
happen when their team opens labrum. Wilson asked trainer
Mark Mann to go
camp this week.
to Sarasota early to
"I think
Somebody has to
his rehado something about
it's pretty supervise
bilitation.
that pitching staff.
"Paul is such a big
common
It doesn't take
part of our team and
much time to figure
knowledge our pitching staff,
that the Reds will go
you couldn't say
that the
as far as their pitchanything but yes,"
ing takes them. Last
pitching
Mann said. "This
year, it took them to
staff needs was something that
a fifth straight losing season — their to improve." had to be done."
Wilson has been
longest slump in 50
throwing fastballs
years.
WAYNE KRIVSKY,
and building arm
The
pitching
REDSGM
strength. Earlier this
staff already was on
month, Wilson estiCastellini's mind
the day he took control of mated that he was about halfway
back to full strength, hoping to
the team.
"If all the stars line up, we're be ready for the start of the regugoing to have a pitching staff lar season. Ilis spring training
that's a lot better than it was performance will decide that.
"I know what's expected of
last year," CasteUini said at his
introductory news conference me," said Wilson, 33. "It's not like
I'm a young kid anymore. There
last month.
The problem: There aren't are responsibilities and there are
enough stars on this staff to form obligations, not only to me and
my family, but to this organizaaline.
"It's pretty obvious where we tion and this team. I want to live
were on pitching last year," said up to that."
Williams is the newcomer,
Krivsky, who joined the team
Wednesday. "I think it's pretty obtained from Pittsburgh in a
common knowledge that the trade for popular first baseman
Sean Casey A spot in the rotapitching needs to improve."
tion opened when the Reds let
But can it?
The Reds will start getting an Ramon Ortiz leave after one disanswer Thursday, when pitch- appointing season.
ers and catchers report to camp
in Sarasota, Ha. They'll be interPITCHING, PAGE 10

New owner and GM
believe pitching staff
will be improved
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Fouls, bad decisions
too much for BGSU
FLOYD,FROM PAGE 7

were playing aggressively and
jumped out to a quick 12-5 lead.
Floyd slowed things down for
the visiting Falcons and scored
eight straight points to put the
Falcons ahead 13-12. Overall he
scored 12 points in the first half
on an efficient 5-for-7 shooting.
BGSU coach Dan Dakich
was surprised by the technical
foul call.
'The referee told me what
he said, and quite frankly, you
might as well give 100 technicals in a basketball game if
what the referee told me he
said was a technical," Dakich
said. "I don't blame [Floyd].
Anyone who has played basketball in a game like this, certainly lohn has to not do that,
but my God."
The game seemed like an
uphill battle all night for the
Falcons as they were hampered
by foul trouble throughout the
second half.
Within the first five minutes
of the second half, BGSU had
already put Toledo in the penalty and with 11:50 to go in the
game, the Rockets were already
in the double bonus.
By that time both Steven
Wright and Martin Samarco
were on the bench with four
personal fouls. Within two
minutes Mawel Soler also had
four personal fouls.

The foul trouble limited
Samarco Wright and Soler to
14, 12 and 11 minutes in the
second half, respectively.
With three important pieces
in and out of the line up all
the offensive rhythm the team
established in the first half
escaped them.
For the game the Falcons
committed 33 personal fouls,
had four players foul out and
attempted 18 less free throws
than the Rockets, including
the end of the game when they
intentionally put Toledo on the
line in an effort to come back.
After shooting over 52 percent in the first half the Falcons
managed only 34 percent in
the second half on 9-of-26
shooting.
"We just have to be smart
with the fouls," Floyd said.
"Obviously with Steve and
Samarco having limited minutes in the second half, those
are our two cutters. It was
tough because it seemed wherever we went there were two
and three Toledo defenders."
But what it came down to
in the end, said Dakich, was
Toledo's ability to make the
plays they needed in order to
win the game, including those
two clutch 3-pointers.
"Ultimately in basketball
that is what most games come
down to when both teams are
competing," Dakich said.
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RACING FOR THE GOLD: Italy's Armin Zoeggeler slides down the luge track during an Olympic practice run in Cesana Panol. Italy. Zoeggeler won his second gold medal last night, beating American Tony Benshoof.

Winter games go downhill
Big-name U.S. athletes disappoint in short track, luge in Turin
through to the final when, with
!H[ ASSOCKTEO PRESS
three turns to go, he tucked in
TURIN. Italy — Apolo Anton behind the leader, China's Li Ye.
Ohno stumbled out of a chance But Ohno got a little too close
at gold in his first Olympic event, to the other skater, his shoulder
a shocking start to these Winter appearing to touch l.i as (hey
Games for the American short leaned into the corner at speeds
better than 30 mph.
track star.
It was an uncharacteristic
Ohno nearly fell with 1
mistake by Ohno, who
laps to go in a semifinal
briefly lost his balance
heat of the 1,500 meters
and stuck down his left
Sunday night, and wound
hand in an attempt to
up last across the line
stay up, sendinga black
among those still skatlane marker flying off
ing. His mistake ruined
toward the padded
any chance to defend his
walls. The 23-year-old
Olympic title in a muchAmerican never went
anticipated showdown
against South Korea's 1-2 APOLO ANTON down, but the rest of
OHNO
the six-man field went
punch — Ahn Hyun-soo
SHORT TRACK on by.
and l£e Ho-suk.
Even though one of
In 2002, Ohno crossed
the line second in the 1,500 final his competitors fell on the next
but won gold when another turn, and another skater was
Korean skater was disqualified disqualified for impeding, Ohno
for blocking the American on wound up with a fourth-place
the last lap. The ruling thrilled finish. That wasn't good enough
U.S. fans and caused outrage in —only the top two skaters moved
on to the "A" final.
South Korea.
Ohno knew he was out of it
This time, Ohno was the one
coming off the final turn. He
who left the ice disappointed.
Ohno easily won his first heat grabbed his helmet, a look of
and seemed likely to make it disgust on his soul-patched face.
By Paul Newtieny

By Tim Reynolds

By Larry McShane
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CESANA, Italy — Armin
Zoeggeler of Italy added to
his collection of gold while
the United States saw another shot at its long-awaited
breakthrough medal in men's
luge slip away.
Zoeggeler, racing on his
home track, wrapped up his
second straight Olympic gold
medal last night and delivered Italy's first victory at the
Turin Games with a time of 3
minutes, 26.088 seconds.
But
the
Americans
remained 0-for-forever in
their quest to join the singles
luge medal party, with Tony
Benshoof managing only a
fourth-place finish — matching Adam Heidt from four
years ago as the best in U.S.
Olympic history.
Russia'sAlbert
Dcmtschcnko finished 0.11
seconds behind Zoeggeler
for the silver, and Latviab
Martins Rubenis was another 0.247 back for the bronze
— edging Benshoof by 0.153
seconds.

TURIN, Italy — It was hardly a
lost weekend for die U.S. Olympic
team. The good news was just
hard to find among all the disappointments.
Gold medals for speedskater
Chad lledrick and snowboarder
Shaun White were nearly lost in a
flurry of Winter Games woes that
spread from sport to sport, and
star to star. Big names fell short
— or got no chance at all.
Skater Michele Kwan was shut
down by a badly injured groin
muscle without ever stepping on
the ice. Goodbye to die team's
(and television's) most familiar
Olympic face, tear-streaked by
the turn of events.
Skiers Bode Miller and Damn
Rahlves were shut out in the
downhill, where longshot
l-'renchman Antoine Deneriaz
won (he gold.
Short track speedskater Apolo
Anton Ohno skidded into fourth
place in a semifinal beat, missing a chance to defend his gold
medal in the 1,500 meters.
Uiger Tony Benshoof. on the
verge of winning die first-ever

singles luge medal for the U.S.,
slipped into fourth place yesterday — missing a bronze by 0237
seconds. Instead, lalvia won its
first Winter (James medal.
The women's moguls teem
was shut out Saturday in the freestyle despite fielding what was

regarded at die deepest squad In
the world.

2006 WINTER GAMES
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Medal count
As of Feb. 12
12 out of 84 medal events
COUNTRY
Norway

a S
1; 3

United States 2: 1
Netherlands
Russia
Italy
Germany
South Korea
Canada

1 i 2
1 1
1 0
2
1
1

B TOT
3! 7
0: 3
0
3
1

2
0 0
1 0
0! 1

SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!

Featuring
A/C
Dishwasher
Full Basements
Garbage Disposals
W/D in select units
Microwave
on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms
Hours:
Mon-Fn: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419.352.0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Free Movie:
Eliza bethtown

EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furn, w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

402 High Street
Furn.or Unfurn.. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

701 FOURTH STREET

517 REED STREET- At Thurslin.
Furn.or Unfurn.,One Bdrm.& One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

Furn.or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/Vanityineach bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year -Two Person Rate - $520

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn.or Unfurn.,One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $580
One Year -Two Person Rate - $480

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed1.
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn.or Unfurn., One bdrm.One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505CLOUGH Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

Tuesday- Feb.
Friday- Feb. 17th
Sunday- 19th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
http-y/www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486

2
2
2
2

France
1 0j 1
lour years ago the Americans
won :M medals with the home
Austna
0 2 0
2
field advantage in Silt Dike Citv
Finland
0 1 1
2
— more Ulan double their previEstonia
1 0 0
1
ous high of Kl in a Winter (lames.
0 1 0
1
In lurin, ihrv were just a liulr Czech Rep.
staggered: two golds and a silver
China
0 0 1
1
in two days.
Latvia
0 0 1
1
I listorically. countries that hostSwitzerland
o: o 1
1
ed the games experience a drop
in medals when they returned to ^j^^^^^^^j/^^^^^^u^^L
foreign soil for the next < >l\ mpics
AP
lim Scherr, head of the U.S.
Olympic Committee, declined to
The 25-year old skater smiled
ntalOB a prediction for the U.S. through IHI teen .IS she spoke
medal haul. But he couldn't have about leaving Turin without
predicted the SOri) heartbreak the gold medal she chased for
suffeatl by the Americans either. a decade.
"I've leanici it's not about the
Kuan's sudden disappearance
was perhaps the most devas- gold, it's alxmt the spirit of it and
tating blow, since Miller, Ohno about the spur itself." she said
So have a ten ol her
and Rahvies get to return in
teammau's.
odier events.

February Special
Campbell Hill Apts
318 Campbell Hill Rd
Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses

3
3

615 SECOND STREET Two Bedroom.

Furn.or Unfurn.One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn.or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year -Two Person Rate - $530
810FIFTH,6498i707SIXTH8,818Sevemti
Furn.or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year -Two Person Rate - $470

Furn.or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 '/2 baths. Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year Two Person Rate - $530
PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777,733,755
Manville,825 Third. 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
119 E.Woostei Street. Bowling Green,OH (located Arross FromTato Bell)
RENTAIOFFICE: 419 354-2260
Hours • Monday to Friday 8:30 ■ 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00
www.iohnnewloveiealeMater.om
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Kenel is Falcons' only top-5 finisher
INJURIES, FROM PAGE 7

The total score for the event was
45375, a season-low.
"This was somewhat of a
learning experience or reality check." Guyer said. "Even
though we've had some good
meets we can't just take that for
granted, we have to come back
and work hard every week."
Bethany Kenel posted the top
score for the Falcons and the
only top-5 finish of the night
with a 9.625 on the balance
beam, lessica Guyer would finish seventh with a score of 9.225
and lillian Stranges tied for
eighth with a 9.2.
The vault was BG's best event
as they scored a 47.5 total. Allison
Swafford had the top score for
the team with a 9.550, tying for
sixth place, layme Stambaugh
was right behind her with a
9.525 and an 8th place finish.
The floor was another season-low for the Falcons as they
received a total of 44.625, which
is over two whole points below
their previous low of 46.650.
Swafford received the highest
mark on the floor as well with
a 9.375 and a 10th place finish.
Deacon was also missed on the
floor; she had performed well in

every meet this season.
Another competitor who was
missing in action was lacque
Bcrnhardt who suffered a minor
concussion in warm-ups and
could not compete. Bcrnhardt
usually competes on floor
and vault.
"It was hard Inot competingi,
you just see everyone struggling
and you want to say something
to pump them up, but we just
struggled as a team so it was
hard," Bernhardt said. "We're
there for each other but there's
only so much you can do."
lillian Stranges received an
overall score of 35.750 in her first
week of all-around competition.
She has been the only Falcon
gymnast to compete all-around
so far tliis year.
BG is now2-4 overall and 1 -2 in
the Mid-American Conference.
The Falcons will try to improve
their record and recover against
Western Michigan at 1 p.m.
Sunday in Kalamazoo.
"We have a definite change
in approach from the coaching staff and we've asked the
athletes to make some changes
as well," Connelly said. "The
wheels just came off the cart
and we've got to get them back
on this week."

rHE ASSOCIATtD PRESS

SAN DIKGO — With a chance
to send the United States to the
Davis Cup quarterfinals, Andy
Roddick wanted to pace himself and make sure he finished
the job.
After growing nauseated
and losing his opening match
two days earlier. Roddick had
a methodical, straight-set win
over Romania's Razvan Sabau

on yesterday to move the
Americans into the next round
against Chile.
"I was just trying to maintain
energy and keep on an even keel
out there today," Roddick said
after his 6-3.6-3.6-2 win.
Following Roddick's loss to
Andrei Pavel in the best-of-five
opener, U.S. captain Patrick
McEnroe pointed out how firedup Roddick gets for Davis Cup
matches and said he hoped to

HIRING FOR SUMMER & FALL 2006

>TUDENT UNIOt
uood roy

The Falcons doubled their
opponents' shooting percentage in the second half, shooting 58.6 percent while holding
BaU State to just 29.4 percent.
The Falcons also shot 58.3
percent from behind the artfort he game.
"In the second half, we
stayed patient and took what
the defense gave us, while still
remaining aggressive with our
offense," Miller said.
Julie DeMuth. Ball State's
leading scorer averaging 12.4
points per game, was held
to only one point in limited
action because of foul trouble.
"Once again, another team
started the gamelikethey were
shot out of a cannon, and gave
us everything we wanted In
the first half," Miller said. "But
we were able to stay in the
game until halftime, and that
gave us a feeling that we could
come out and play a good 20
minutes in the second half."
The Falcons will travel to
Akron on Wednesday to play
the 4-18 Zips. When the teams
met Ian. 7, BG won 71-54.

HALFTIME, FROM PAGE 7

Jordan Flower BGNews

TUMBLING: Erin Coudriet competes in a meet against Northern Illinois
on Feb. 4. The Falcons were beaten twice in a tri-meet Friday.

Roddick helps U.S. advance in Davis Cup action
By Ken Peters

Nothing changed
except for score

help him remain calm for his
second match.
"I just wanted him to relax,
not get too hyped-up." McEnroe
explained after Roddick's win
over Sabau.
The 23-year-old Roddick
said he's constantly learning
and wasn't sure whether the
"calm" approach would work
every time.
"Even the calmest guys, you
see Pete (Sampras) get fired-up

sometimes," he said. "But 1 think
it's something that can definitely be learned, and especially in
Davis Cup matches when tensions are high, kind of learn just
to take it down a little bit.
"Maybe today was the start of
it, who knows?"
I lisvictorygavetheAmericans
an insurmountable 3-1 lead,
then lames Blake made the
final 4-1 with his closing singles
victory.

and doing a lot of things that
certainly put us on our heels,"
Miller said.
However, the Falcons were
able to go on a run sparked by
two Liz Honegger 3s, making
the score 36-32.
"There were not a lot of
changes, in terms of Xs and
Os, at halftime," Miller said.
"1 thought our game plan was
on-the-money both offensively and defensively."
Something clicked, because
Bowling Green went on a 7-0
run to begin the second half,
gaining the lead once and
for all.
Ball State went back to what
had proven successful in the
first half, but when the 3s
stopped falling, BG was able
to widen the lead to 17 — its
largest lead of the game.
"Three-pointers really give
Ball State energy, and a key
for us was keeping them from
havinga huge night at the arc,"
Miller said.
Ball State hit 7-of-23 for
longdistance.

Spring training offers
questions for Reds
second-highest in Nl. history for
any player with 30 starts. Milton
also led the majors by giving up
40 homers.
In his first spring training as
the Reds manager, lerry Narron
will have to try to make some
sense out of the bullpen, which
had the fewest saves and gave
up the second-most runs in the
NL Opponents hit .288 off the
bullpen last season, the highest
average in the majors.
11;aul Weathers became the
closer after Danny Graves was let
go in May, and led the bullpen
widi 15 saves. The Reds added
left-hander Chris Hammond
and right-hander Rick White in
an offseason overhauL
An offense that led the league
in scoring last season returns virtually intact. Ihe most notable
change is Adam Dunn moving
from die outfield to first base,
Casey's vacated spot Newcomer
Tony Womack plans to challenge Rich Aurilia for die job at
second base.
Otherwise, it's all about the
pitching. It if can improve,
die Reds think they can be
competitive.
"Wfe're looking at the glass as
half-full," (.isicllmi said.

PITCHING. FROM PAGE 8

Williams went 10-11 for the
Pirates last season with a 4.41
ERA in 25 starts. He also gave up
20 homers, and knows he has
to be careful in Great American
Ball Park, which yielded the
most homers in the majors last
season.
"Sometimes you want to get
out of Dodge when you're there,"
Williams said. "Like Coots Held,
it's the same game. You want to
keep the ball down."
'I he Kcds also need a rebound
season from left-hander Eric
Milton, who is coming off a horrific first year in Cincinnati. He
went 8-15 with a 6.47 FJtA — the

• Work at the Heart of the Campus
• Build Your Resume
• Great Facilities

Management Inc.

• Flexible Hours

Now Renting for
200672

Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

• Audio Visual Services
• Building Services
• Custodial Services
• Information Center
• Office Assistants
• Event Planning Assistants
• Photo ID Center
Students seeking employment with the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union will be
required to attend on information session
that will describe each position, pay rates,
and expectations for working in the Student
Union. Information sessions are the ONLY
place that applications will be distributed...
so tell your friends!
Information Sessions:

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis.
1082 Fairview Avc
I & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Conditkm/Washer/Dryers in

Greenbriar

Rentals

2/3 bdrm./lnlcrnct special/

Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

i

522 E, Merry

Management Inc.
M.in/sil,-

710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwashcr/GarbagcDisposal

2 Bedroom Apts.
1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

A.C./washer, Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Internet/Walk lo Campus

»*"$65(L
Management inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apl/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close lo downtown

Ridge Manor Apartments

Monday, Feb 20,9:15PM, Student Union Multipurpose Room

2 Bedroom Townhouses

WednesdoyFeb 22,7:15AM, Student Union Room 207
VfcdnesrJoy Feb 22,9:15PM, Student Union Theoter

We look forward lo seeing you there!

Management Inc.
215 B. Poe
Eff. I bdrm/2bdrms
Starling al S255/mo
Laundry on site
15 minute walk lo campus

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Starting at|

l/mo

BGSU Bus Route

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Sevenih St.
Two siory duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 bains/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

I Frazee Ave. Apartments
2 Bedroom Apts,
t BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Starting at J
For more information on each of the positions
feted above, visit us on the web ot.

Stop by the Office
□I 1045 N.Mam Si
or check web
www.mccifibcj.toMi
Tor complete Utin*i

I.HI I *MUI ISt
** KM MeaaMr si . MMT1T

WOULD
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Prognosis for Sharon not optimistic
SHARON, FROM PAGE 6
nal wall.
Surgeons detected necrotic
—or dead — tissue in the bowels and removed 20 inches of
his large intestine, lladassah
Hospital director Dr. Shlomo
Mor-Yosefsaid.
The necrosis was caused
either by infection or a drop in
the blood supply to the intestines, something common in
comatose patients, the hospital director said. Mor-Yosef
said doctors did not find
blocked blood vessels.
Mor-Yosef said Saturday's
surgery was relatively simple,
and that Sharon's main medical problem continues to be
the coma. Asked whether
Sharon could come out of the
coma, Mor-Yosef said: "All
possibilities remain open, but
with each passing day, the
chances are lower.''
Since the stroke, Sharon has
been hooked up to feeding
and breathing tubes.
President Bush was being

At the time, Sharon was at
kept informed of Sharon's
the height of his popularity,
condition by his staff, White
following last summer's sucHouse
spokesman
Scott
cessful pullout from the Gaza
McClellan said Saturday.
Strip and his break with the
"Prime Minister Sharon
remains in our thoughts and
hard-line Likud Party.
prayers during this difficult
Voters widely expected
time," McClellan said.
Sharon to draw Israel's final
Dr.
R.
Sean
borders, with or withMorrison, a profesout the Palestinians,
sor of geriatrics at the
if elected for a third
Mount Sinai School of
term. Polls suggested Kaili m,i would
Medicine in New York,
become by far the
said "long-tcrmcomatose patients typically
largest party in pardie of complications
liament.
like this," referring
Sharon,
a war
to necrosis.
ARIEL SHARON hero, had for years
Morrison
said
opposed concessions
PRIME
Sharon's prognosis
to the Palestinians.
MINISTER
was grave even before
He came to accept
the latest complication, and the idea of giving land to the
his chances for survival are Palestinians and allowing
now "extremely small, almost them to form a state only durzero."
ing his most recent term as
In recent months, the prime minister, which began
obese Sharon had repeatedly in 2003.
brushed aside questions about
After his mild stroke, aides
his health, but his condition played down his health probbecame an issue after he suf- lems. Doctors treated him
fered a mild stroke Dec. 18.
with anti-clotting agents

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
Starting as low as $1,200 mo.+ utilities

and scheduled a minor
heart procedure for Ian. 5
to close a hole believed to
have contributed to that
first stroke.
Hours before the scheduled
procedure, Sharon suffered
a massive stroke, including
heavy bleeding in the brain,
and slipped into a coma.
Before dawn Saturday.
Sharon's condition deteriorated sharply and his life was in
danger, hospital officials said.
Doctors decided to operate
after consulting with Sharon's
sons, Omri and Gilad, MorYosefsaid.
Experts have concluded
that Sharon apparently suffered severe brain damage
and is unlikely to regain
consciousness.
If he does awaken, most
say, the chances of his regaining meaningful cognition or
activity are slim.
Sharon's stroke had jolted Israel, but the transition
period has been surprisingly
smooth.

Travel

372-6977
IV BCi Nff I -lit not Irk- nif 1> *,C(H ttm
liwrnrnii thil JiK'iminjlr «• encourage dn
iTimwjIion lynnM m> IIHIKHIUSI of group on

Spring Break Panama City From
$199! Beachtronl Rooms al Boardwalk. Holiday Inn' Free Party Package. Food at MTVu Party Tent! Bahamas Cruise S299. Dayiona $179.
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599'
SprmgBreakTravel.com
800-678-6386

the hjM> "i net. <rt cola. ciml. uiim-i

Personals

rutmnjl ori|in sriual oncnuixm. <li<jbalii>.
nuui J- J Mm i» «r\ rtic h*n« »«< am xhw
kfall) prowiknl UJIUC

SENIOR IN THE FALL?
Check out Monar Board al
www bgsu edu/'studentlite'organiza
tionfrmonar board'

Travel

TAN UNTIL SPRING BREAK FOR
$25' SEMESTER UNLIMITED $59
CAMPUS TANNING 352-7889

"il Spring Break Websltel Low
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people
get 12th trip tree! Group discounts
cotiLor www.LeisureTou.rs,ccm or
800-838-8202.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From $299' Includes Meals.
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebri
lies As Seen On Real World, Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed'
www.SpringBreakTravel.com.
1-800-678-6386.

Help Wanted
Best Summer Job - Ever!
Spend spung & summer outdoors in a garden' Get a workout & tan& get paid1 Oak Park Landscape &
Water Garden Center is hiring lull &
part time positions for the upcoming
season. To quality, you should be a
people person , wilting to learn, &
available to work weekends. Send
resume to Oak Park. 3131 Wilkins
Rd., Swanton. Ohio 43558 or call
tor an appointment 419-825-1438.

jfLeaderShape

• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• 1 & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

2 lull baths •
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in mosl houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route*
Only 2 blocks Irom campus! •
i

|

IXJUIJ

BGSU LeaderShap

Bring in the ad and r ecieve $100 off your
rent for leases sta rting in May 2006

419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals. com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007

Are you looking to enhance
your LEADERSHIP SKILLS?
Do you want to build more
SUCCESSFUL work teams?
Do you want to make a
LARGER IMPACT at BGSU?

714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
329 E. Wooster, #B - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00. Lease May 13, 2006 to May
5,2007.
103 S. College - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people. NO
PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $680.00,
deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $820.00, deposit $820.00.
1Q5 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers -1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers -1 BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

Apply Today:
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/papel 1698.html
Completed applications are due by February 13th, 2006
Leader-Shape 2006 will run from
May 6th until May 11th
For more information, contact
the Office of Campus Involvwnenr at:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5 30 Saturday 8 30 to 4 30
www.johnncwlovorcalostatc.com

l^^^Hbusy.^rJL or call 372-2343

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

Water-mill

brought to you by
'BARTENDING! up to S300 day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.

International health firm needs distributors Six figure * Income potential. Call for info 419-409-0090.

Need a responsible person with own
Irans.lo pick up & watch 3 gills Irom
Kenwood School. M-F from 3:25
p.m. until approx 5 p.m Your home
or ours. If available 8-5 p.m. on
school days oft.
Please call 3523406. 494 6502. or 494-6191 to request an interview Must have proof
of drivers license S references to be
considered
Teacher Asalatant
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking a qualified individual to be responsible for assisting the teacher
in the operation of a.m. and/or p.m.
session in compliance with national
standards tor our Bowling Green

PART TIME WORK
$12.75 base appt. flex, sched.. all
majors welcome. All ages 18»,
salessvc. Conditions apply. Call M-F
419-861-6134.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun
loving counselors to leach all activities. Great summed Call 888-844

8080. apply: campceflarcom

For Sale

■•Houses Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
6 bdim 321 E. Merry #C

3 bdrm 315 & 309 1 2 E Merry
2bdrm 304E.Cour1Up.326 Leroy On
AfiisJ &2bdim3l6 8 311 E. Merry
4 More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419 353-0325 9am-9pm.
Also Apts. Avail. Immediately.

*,
•

fall 06. 9 & 12 mo leases S395 mo
& 1 mo. deposit. No pets. 854 8th
St. 419-392-3354.
30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & sludio starting at $355.

! Bedroom & Studw Atpertments now availabk
ItardiwhOT
6-9-1? Month
fltt-US
tasawttk
IWWiSt(•Mm Mlti«| aunt looms)

Call now & ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water & trash.

■

apt

■

'

I

Grad /Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
wvm.highlantirngrnt.com
Quiet Tenants Desired
Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
www.bahiohlandmamt.com

recently' remodeled

Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed. Call 419-308-3525 10am10pm 619 High St LAST 1

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC

Avail Aug. 15. 2006 1 bdrm apt.
443 N Enterprise 2 bdrm. apt - 112

419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10 -2 M - F
www.bgaparlments.com

■■

-

1'

I•

I

J

■

.

b

'

net $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec.S water. Immed. occup. (440) 328-9074.

Ouiet Tenants Desired
4 bdrm

'

•

■"

Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrm/bathrm, free cable/DSL inter-

419354-6036

419-352-0590

Ivywood*

-**

1

1

■

I

,

■

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
31
33
36
37
38
42
47
49

Part of a door frame
Thin nail
Clue for 17A. 33A, 42A and 62A
Prefix meaning uniform
Zap with light
Part of Asia Minor
See9A
_ "King" Cole
Bilingual Muppet
Way to go
Eat late
Pentium product
Wallflowerish
Ultimate consumer
Two toppers
See 9A
Golf gadgets
Goddess of folly
Perimeter
See 9A
Rubber tree sap
Short end of the stick

419-352-7691

are in excellent condition
and all close to BGSU.

SERVING

127 Georgia Ave.
718 Third St.
226 E. Merry

SINCE 1^72

220 Dill St.
218 Dill St
202 E. Merry
227 E Reed

SDJRBs

1

■

1.

•

I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23
25
27
28
29
30
32
34
35
39
40
41

50
51
54
55
57
59
62
65
66
67
68
69 Web page file letters
70 Cyclotron particle
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Q\A cajte about tie uaku you d/urkk!
2 CONVENHNT FIG LOCATIONS

Just 30 <
a gallon

989 S. Main St. (Nexl to Paglioi's)

Male has furnished room tor rent
with freedom of house. Must be

1058 N. Main St. tin From of Goodwill}

clean, neat. & responsible. $200 deposit. $250 rent. Call 419-354-6117.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St, grad , 1 bdrm.
704 Fifth St., 2 bdrm., (urn.
710 Seventh., 2 bdrm., unturn.,

3/4 bedroom available May.

Subleaser Needed.

mature renters.
4-5 house available May.

$900 mo 640 S. Summit St.
419-308-9905.

Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo. . utilities. 330-701-8575

PERRY LAKE VILLAGE
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

3 bdrm., AC. W/D, close to campus'
downtown. Recently remod. Avail in
Aug. $1200 mo. 419-308-1242

STUDENTS WELCOME
1. 2, 3 BEDROOMS $499 $699
419-874-7274 OR 1-888-544-4647

Sublease. 1 bdrm., gas. water, high

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm, 1 5 bath, house on S.
Summit. Irom 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent

419 3532277 ^

. M

0

■

Sublsr. needed, ibdrm.. 1 bath. 228

Call for more info 352-3445.

606 Fifth St.
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458
tor information

is $350 month . utilities. Call Krlsti
for details at 419-494-6911

163 S. Main * Bowling Green

_FRESH

_-Claude Van Damme
Shade of blue
Jeffs partner
Ufe lines?
Short fly ball
Butts
Jellied meat
Demise
_ for tat
Runaway victory
Apprehensive
Musical intervals
■
■
r
Actress Bates
43 Held first place
Pizza feature
44 Leaves a stage
Singer Bonnie
45 Native Mexican peo
pie
Daily event in the west
Historic beginning?
46 Plucked sound
CPR specialist
47 Foolishness
Highland negative
4B Acela operator
Casino cube
50 Ignited again
Harvest
52 Flub
Improves text
53 Have on
Biblical suffix
56 Look at lasciviously
Scorch
58 Forbidding
Unknown John
59 Help do wrong
Cookie-selling org.
60 Kind of stick?
Unagi. at a sushi bar 61 Test
63 Overhead RRs
64 One Gabor
Pina colada ingredient
Claim to a share
Possesses
Inside: pref.
Cruise movie
Uncouth clod
See9A
Poker announcement
M Kitman or R Ebert
V 1 ••i i
1
Star in Lyra
s 1 V
O
V 3
v 0 1 AHI i H
Little ones
1

■■
■

EXprC-SS

-

Ridge St. 686-4651, 419-308-2458
Available August 15.2006.—
The following 3 bedroom houses

1

1

'■

4

-

1 bdrm . A'C. D/W avail now & smr/

Don't know wheif you'rr
living ncxtyMyrt?

_

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
&25_ TV. Call 419-352 1520.

apt. $315 mo * internet & electric.
Immediate occupancy through
August. Call 937-901-1186

For Rent

'

'
.'

Female subleaser needed 2 bdrm.

CDA with prior experience working
with low-income families. Year

Stressed?!?!

■'

Bowling Green Village. 352-6335.

Friends Family Anime A Games, the
best in anime & games in NW Ohio.
Located on the corner of Front &
Mam in east Toledo-in the big green
building.

Center. Requireo HS diploma or
GED and commitment to obtain

Round, Part Time avg. 27.5
hrs/wk., $8.00 hr Send resume
by February 21 to. WSOS CAC.
Atln: HR-TA.BG HM PO Box 590.
Fremont. OH 43420 Affirmative
Action Em-ployer-M F VelDisab

BGApts 818'822 2ndSt.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 + gas'elec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
wwwbrjapartments.com

sod. internet incl. Free shuttle to &
from campus. Feb. 10 thru June 30.
419-409-0842.
Subleaser Needed Immediately
117 N. Main #6. $345<month
1 bdrm. 419-373-1713.

1/2 S. College, apt. J. $395/mo
Tenant pays elec. gas $20 mo. Pets
welcome. 1/2 blk. from BGSU. Call
Tricla 419-494-4300.

Summer rmtes. needed. Fully turn.
3 bdrms., 2 baths. Close to campus
$400 mo. incl. util. 419-262-1368.

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 8edroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

Three Bedroom Houses for Rent
12 mo. lease - starting May 06
125 Baldwin - $900 • util.
453 S. Prospect A - $720 . util.
605 5th St. A - $720 . util.
609 5th St.

$915 ♦ util

419-352-8917

Valentines
Valentine Date
Pagliai's or...
Campus Pollyeyes

NOW LEASING 2006-2007

Georgetown Manor 800 3d St.

BGSU

1 & 2 Bedroom Aportmenrs
Parking arid Laundry Facilities
Gas. Water, & Sewer paid.

IE

The "Blue House" 6161* St.

XBOX

1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

133.5 N. Church St.

Win "X-Box 360" through
University Dining Services &

2 Bedroom Apartments
Downtown, Newly remodeled

{f tztrruAUt K^f tnemtui

135 N. Church St.
3 Bedroom House
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

Tda*m/Aa /2 423-"4»4

CONTACT IUCIE 419 354-9740

Mti(> IMI.K.S1 Ml IIKI\ I
I vil i.-,y( orn.-n.l l--,.iml HI in

AM.STAI)H".M SKATING

■'■■-■> r
ii available <••• Mrthda)
parfkm in- *ma1l groupa
< .ill Art- ml
nation

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
010RV R0A0 mi
4 10 9 SO
UNDFRWORLO fVOlUTIONlRI
130700
END Of THE SPfAR,Pti-ll|l 30 4 15 7 10 945
BflOKf BACK MOUHtAWim 1 00 4 CO 7 00 9 55
FUN WITH DICK » JUNE iPO-131 100 3 10
5 70 7 30 9 40
CHRONICLES OF HARNIA IHE HON. THE
WITCH UNO THE WARUR08F. |F-0> 1 15 700
CURIOUS GEORGE ill • 00 3 05 5 10 7 15920
IHE PINK PANIHER (K) 1 45 4 30 7 00 9 30
FIREWALL IPG in
I304I570094O
FINAL 01SIINATI0N 3|H|
• 00 3 10 520
7 30 9 SO
.WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPO-Ill TOO
3 10 5 20730940
■IG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2IPG-I3I 1 45 4 30
700930
ANNAPOIISiPG 13,
4 -5930
NANNfMCPHEEipc I ■ ) <t'- K * 45 *000

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1
VfUUTV *QU*M
•MRIaMNTl

1

1 ShdppnOn
' Saji.nM.nn

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=J

1

THE
TANNING
CENTER
SVvig 8G S«c» 1990

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

■-'lees * no credit card lequiieti

904 E Wooster
419- 352-3588

; 2 FREE VISITS
i with any 10 visit
, package purchase
, ni tnil

1 MONTH

in the standard
i beds only MCff *..

THE HEAT
r- 5 beds. 1 booth
L closest to campus

i in i

II II

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

lotions always

993 S Main
419-353-8826

25% OFF*
U

p S beds, 2 booths
L appt. available

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
419-354-1559

r 17 beds. 2 booths
L. no appt. needed

Program;
Register at University Dining Service locations across campus during
February 13th thru March 15th for a chance to
participate in the "X-Box 360 Final Four Challenge.

• Spacious kitchen

N

THE RINGER.»G Ui
520720930
BiNIiPG i.4 19 7X940
YOURS. MINE ANO OURS.PGii 00 7 '0920
WALK THE LINE IPG-I3I
4 00700940
RUMOR HAS IT IPG-1315 20 7 20 9 20 7 30
CHICKEN unit(01
5 10 ; 109 10 !

Register to Win a Chance to Participate in the
"X-Box 360" Final Four Challenge.

The Falcon's Nest at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Zza's
The Black Swamp Pub
Chily's Express Convenience Store
Neighborhood Deli @ Commons
Kreischer SunDial
Shadows
McDonald Dining Center
GTExpress Convenience Store
Founders Dining Center
Kravings
Destinations Snack Bar and Convenience Store

Sixteen (16) contestants and four (4) alternates will be drawn from
University Dining Service locations for a chance to win
fabulous Pepsi prizes.
Contestants will be seeded in a "Sweet 16" Bracket format with each
contestant competing in a single timed elimination
tournament.
"X-Box 360 Final Four Challenge will be held March 23rd at 7:30pm
in the Falcons Nest at the Bowen-Thompson Student Union. Winners
will be notified bv phone and email.
No Purchase Necessary to Register
«

r.

